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Take your C++ skills to the next level with help from programming guru Herb  Schildt. In this unique volume, Herb unlocks the secrets that professional  programmers use to create world-class software. In the process, he explores the  power, elegance, and artistry of C++. Inside, Herb applies C++ to a wide variety  of high-powered, practical applications, each focusing on a different aspect of  the language. Examples range from a garbage collector subsystem and a thread  control panel to AI-based searches and a custom STL container. Herb even  develops a Mini C++ interpreter! You can use each application as-is or as a  starting point for your own development. This is some of the most exciting C++  code found anywhere!

Inside You’ll

	Explore the power of C++  
	Create a garbage collector subsystem for memory management  
	Develop a thread control panel  
	Build a translator to extend the capabilities of C++  
	Develop a restartable Internet file downloader  
	Create a financial analysis library  
	Explore artificial intelligence with AI-based search techniques  
	Build a custom STL container  
	Develop a Mini C++ Interpreter 
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Recursive Methods in Economic DynamicsHarvard Business School, 1989
A magnificent work that is bound to have immense influence on the ways economists think about dynamic systems for many years to come. My own guess is that this book will eventually acquire the stature, say, of Hicks's     Value and Capital or Samuelson's Foundations.
 --Thomas J. Sargent, Hoover Institution
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You Are a Brand!: In Person and Online, How Smart People Brand Themselves for Business SuccessNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2012

	Celebrity entertainers, star athletes, and corporate icons didn't accidentally wind up at the top - they branded their way there. Now you, too, can leverage the power of a personal brand, harness your potential and take charge of your career. Using strategies from the playbook of the Mad Men of Madison Avenue, advertising guru Catherine...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment 2017 (Lange)McGraw-Hill, 2016

	This #1 annual internal medicine and clinical practice guide turns the latest research into improved patient outcomes – now fully updated and revised.







